Manufacturer Representative: Covering the Electrical Industry in Oklahoma
Manufacturer Line Sheet

broan.com
nutone.com

midwestelectric.com

selectaswitch.com

reliancecontrols.com

seal-proof.com

Midwest is an industry
leader in manufacturing
quality weatherproof
electrical equipment.
Midwest’s product
portfolio is focused on
residential construction,
outdoor living, recreation,
and agriculture. In
addition to their legacy
products, Midwest now
offers load centers, dry
type transformers, safety
switches, and
meter bases.

Selecta offers a wide
variety of fasteners,
batteries contactors,
chemicals flashlights,
hand tools, indicator
lights, Selecta packaged
products, switches, and
terminals (with brands
such as Hioki, CRC, LPS,
Rust-Oleum, Duracell,
Eveready, Microswitch,
Pelican, UPG and
many more).

Reliance Controls’ primary
product line consists of
heavy-duty time clocks
and controls, generator
accessories, transfer
switches, and transfer
panels for portable
generators and inverters.

Sealproof offers
weatherproof extra-duty
plastic in-use covers, metal
flat covers, horizontal
and duplex covers, outlet
boxes and extensions, and
lampholders and
lampholder covers.

jascoproducts.com

astralitelighting.com

volumelighting.com

cypresslightingtech.com

antareslighting.com

voltec-industries.com

Jasco designs and
develops products to
simplify your life and
connect your home.
Jasco provides one of
the most comprehensive
product offerings in
home automation,
lighting, security, home
entertainment, power, and
mobility products.

AstraLite offers emergency
lights, combination units,
accessories, recessed
lighting, inverters, exit
signs, special application,
ceiling fixtures, and
edgelit signs.

Volume Lighting offers
decorative lighting
solutions for indoor
(chandeliers, foyer and hall,
pendants, wall sconces,
recessed, track, etc.),
outdoor (wall lanterns,
hanging lanterns, post
lights, etc.), celing fans,
accessories, and more.

Cypress Lighting
Technologies offers LED
lamps and luminaires,
corn cob, HID equivalent
lamps and fixtures, high
bay options in lamps and
fixtures, outdoor wall, pole
and sports, explosion
proof, marine, and more.

Antares Lighting offers
quality LED small-form
linear lighting fixtures
systems (in white and
RGB).

Voltec Power & Lighting
is a quality supplier of
extension cords, adapters,
temporary power, work
lights, cord reels, work
bench cords, surge and
power strips, household
cords, range and dryer,
power tool replacement
cords, AC/major appliance,
garbage disposal/power
supply cords, wiring
devices, and flexon
water hose.

Broan is the industry
leader in ventilation fans,
heaters, range hoods,
chimes, central vacs, fresh
air systems, and smart
devices for the home.
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steelcase.com/products/
computer-support/
thread/
Steelcase/Thread simplifies
power distribution,
providing power to the
devices we use and the
places where we work
and learn. They offer plug
adapters, power hubs
(low profile and NEMA),
power track infeed, power
track, connectors (blank
low profile, one-door
low profile, two-door low
profile, NEMA monument)
without needing to trench.

website: www.wsokla.com

